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Congratulations
Dan Sparrow!
Dan has been
promoted to the
position of
Captain—Shift
Supervisor
effective
February 1,
2021.

Welcome
Brandon
Lauritzon!
Brandon was hired as
a Firefighter EMT
and began on
January 25, 2021.

MAYDAY!
FIREFIGHTER DOWN!!!
Line of Duty
Death
(LODD)

Stay warm and safe this winter!
Keep anything that can burn at least 3 feet
from heating equipment
(furnace, fireplace, wood stove, and portable heater).

What can I do
to help my
family in the
event that this
unspeakable
event happens
to me?

An average of 10,000 firefighters are injured and 100 die every year in the line of duty. In 2018, a
fire LODD occurred every 3.67 days in the USA. A law enforcement LODD occurred every 2.5 days.
Everything that happens immediately after a LODD affects the way a family, the department, and
the community recover from the loss. The District hopes that we will NEVER need to open any of
these envelopes. However, if necessary, we will have the information needed..
In the November 2019 issue of the Size-Up, information was included about the Line-of-Duty-Death
Program (LODD). Forms were handed out at several Association Meetings. In the May 2020 issue
of the Size-Up, information was again included. There are still a majority of members who have not
completed the forms. There are 9 volunteer firefighters, 16 support team members, and 8 staff
members who have not completed the forms.
While your participation is not mandatory, having these completed forms in your confidential
personnel file can ensure that your final wishes are known. Please contact Lois for the forms,
or if you have questions about the program.
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Philip Van Bruggen
Support Services
February 25

Zachary Parker
Firefighter Paramedic
February 5

Jerry Sneed
Firefighter
February 25

NLFR Anniversaries—FEBRUARY 2021

Lenny Nelson
Support Services
February 28

Candice Dickson
Firefighter Paramedic
February 28

Matt Diaz
Firefighter
February 19

Dennis Knudson
Firefighter Captain
Paramedic
February 28

A few more February
birthdays:
Galileo Gatilei
(1564-1642)

Astronomer and Physicist
Born in Pisa, Italy. He was
the first astronomer to use a
telescope and advanced the
theory that the sun, not the
earth, was the center of the
solar system.

Thomas Edison
(1847-1931)

Tom Gakstatter
Firefighter
Paramedic
25 Years
(listed incorrectly in

Rob Dahlman
Fire Chief
31 Years

the January Size-Up
as 15 Years)
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Congratulations!

American Inventor
Born in Milan, Ohio. Throughout his lifetime,
he acquired 1,200 patents
including the incandescent
bulb, phonograph and movie
camera. Best known for his
quote, “Genius is one percent
inspiration and ninety-nine
percent perspiration.”
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
(1807-1882)
American Poet
Born in Portland, Maine.
Best known for Paul Revere’s
Ride, The Song of Hiawatha,
and The Wreck of the
Hesperus.

February Birthdays

Rymer Hoey
Firefighter EMT
February 2

Length of Service Award Program
Qualified LOSAP
Quarters
NAME

2020
QTR 1

QTR 2

QTR 3

QTR 4

Aguilar4, Arturo

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Anderson, Sam

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Banner, Kenneth

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Brown, Ken

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Bryan, Jared

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Cox, Shanna

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Delugach, Tim

No

No

Yes

Yes

Diaz, Matt

No

No

Yes

No

Dickson, Candice

Yes

Yes

No

No

Keyte, Greg

*Yes

*Yes

*Yes

*Yes

Knudson, Dennis

*Yes

*Yes

No

Yes

LeDoux, Lacy

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Lane, Zack

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Longworth, Al

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Longworth, Mathew

No

No

No

Yes

McCall, Caden

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

McPherson, Cheri

No

No

No

Yes

McPherson, Marc

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Moorman, Dave

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Nordyke, Loren

Yes

*Yes

*Yes

Yes

Peck, Josh

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Roberts, Josh

Yes

*Yes

*Yes

Yes

Schroeder, Bob

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Schroeder, Riley

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sneed, Jerry

*Yes

*Yes

*Yes

Yes

Tuttle, Nathan

No

Yes

Yes

No

White, Stephanie

No

No

Yes

No

*Yes = maximum contribution
Letters were mailed out on 1/12/2021 showing your
contributions for the year 2020. Contact Lois Smith if you have
questions about LOSAP.

Maybe my mom
was right all
those years ago.
Maybe I won’t
be happy until
someone loses
an eye. Maybe
that’s what
been missing.

Instead of cleaning
house, I just watch
an episode of
Hoarders and think
“WOW” my house
looks great!!!

Be someone
who makes
EVERYBODY
feel like a
somebody.

Board of Directors Meeting
February 10, 2021—4:00pm—Station 1400
(Documents will be posted at
www.nlfr.org under Public Meetings.)
The District will be following the mandate
regarding public gatherings.
See the board agenda for information
on how to attend electronically.
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Want to establish a new habit? 3 ideas that will increase your success
“Every day of our lives, we are on the verge of making those slight changes that would make all the difference.”
— Mignon McLaughlin

The quality of our lives is based on the quality
of our daily habits. Our habits either grow and
support our best, or stall and actually stress us.
Most people have an idea of a habit that they would
like to begin, maybe; go to bed earlier, spend more
time with family or friends, plan & prepare, get more
exercise, listen to more music, meditate, catch up with
the laundry, read, eat healthier, feel more positive.....
Is there a habit or daily practice you want to begin
but feel like you don’t have the time or much motivation? Try this: Make the new habit so easy to do that
you both do it and experience success immediately.
Why? Your brain prefers changes that feel good,
so you are more likely to repeat something that you
felt success doing. When we begin a new habit by
chunking it down to an amount that we can do and
experience feeling good about it, we are more likely to
repeat it. This consistency is how we form new neural
pathways, plus get the reward chemical that leads to
satisfaction - which leads again to repetition. Make it
pleasurable to be more sustainable.

This is often called Tiny Steps or the Two-Minute
Version of habit formation. Some examples - do you
want to:



Start running? Add a two-minute run to your walk.



Become more fit? Try 3 push-ups while your coffee is brewing.



Read before bed each night? Read one page.



Catch up on laundry? Fold seven items.



Clean your desk top? Put away 5 items.



Improve your relationships? Greet people warmly in the first 10
seconds.



Eat healthier? Add 2 salads or veggies a week.



Hydrate? Drink an extra glass of water daily
(try it first thing in the morning).



Begin a meditation practice? Breathe for 2 minutes when you
first wake up



Feel more organized? Make your bed as soon as you get out
of it in the morning.



Declutter? Pick up for 2 minutes before bedtime. Or commit to
putting five things away before you go to bed.

The three keys: Consistency, immediate success and the feeling of pleasure. Make the new behavior so small
that these are guaranteed. Finding this small daily activity that supports a habit you want to establish begins to
reshape your brain and repeated, forms a habit. A side benefit, most people don’t stop at two minutes or three
push-ups and very early on we have a greater experience of satisfaction and success. Find your two tiny version
and try this!
We can all use more experiences of success and the 'feel good' chemicals that these small changes offer us.
Start small, do it consistently, feel better.
From Robin Rose
Stay Well, Robin
(robin@robinrose.com)
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Code Corner

Carbon Monoxide Safety

By OSFM Code Deputy David Mills

Heating equipment is a leading cause of fires in U.S. homes according to
the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA). Local fire departments
responded to an estimated average of 52,050 fires involving heating equipment each year in 2012-2016, accounting for 15% of all reported home fires
during this time. These fires resulted in annual losses of 490 civilian deaths,
1,400 civilian injuries, and $1 billion in direct property damage.
January is a month that these fires increase as cold weather drives people
indoors, as heating systems are in regular use, and as people turn to
alternatives such as space heaters and wood or pellet stoves. So now is
the time to focus educational attention on heating issues. January can also
be one of the coldest months of the year, and it may be the month that
people run out of fuel and begin using unsafe alternatives like stoves and
space heaters as their primary source of heat.
With these types of heating appliances, we need to be alert to exposure to carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning. January has the
most CO incidents of any month during the year. Hundreds of people die accidentally each year from CO poisoning caused by
malfunctioning or improperly used fuel-burning appliances. According to the Journal of the American Medical Association
(JAMA), CO is the number one cause of poisoning deaths in the U.S.
Often called the invisible killer, carbon monoxide is an odorless, colorless gas created when fuels (such as gasoline, wood,
coal, natural gas, propane, oil, and methane) burn incompletely. In the home, heating and cooking equipment that burn fuel
are potential sources of carbon monoxide. Warning signs of CO poisoning include headaches, nausea, dizziness, confusion,
fainting, unconsciousness, and death. CO poisoning can also mimic flu symptoms.

Safety Tips



A CO alarm should be located within each bedroom 
or within 15 feet outside of each bedroom door.
Bedrooms on separate floors in a structure containing two or more stories require separate CO
alarms. For the best protection, interconnect all
CO alarms throughout the home. When one
sounds, they all sound.



Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for placement and mounting height.



Choose only a CO alarm that has the label of
a recognized testing laboratory.



Test CO alarms at least once a month; replace
them according to the manufacturer’s instructions.



If the audible trouble signal sounds, check for low
batteries. If the battery is low, replace it. If it still
sounds, call the fire department.



If you need to warm a vehicle, remove it from the
garage immediately after starting it. Do not run a
vehicle or other fueled engine or motor indoors,
even if garage doors are open. Make sure the
exhaust pipe of a running vehicle is not covered
with snow.



During and after a snowstorm, make sure vents for
the dryer, furnace, stove, and fireplace are clear of
snow build-up.



A generator should be used in a well-ventilated
location outdoors away from windows, doors, and
vent openings.



Gas or charcoal grills can produce CO — only use
outside.

If the CO alarm sounds, immediately move to a
fresh air location outdoors or by an open window
or door. Make sure everyone inside the home is
accounted for. Call for help from a fresh air location
and stay there until emergency personnel.

I’m at that age where my
mind still thinks I’m 29, my
humor suggests I’m 12 while
my body mostly keeps asking
if I’m sure
I’m not dead yet.

My mind is like my internet
browser: 19 tabs open, 3 of them
are frozen and I have no idea
where the music is coming from.

Information obtained from
the GATED WYE
(January 2021 issue),
a publication by the
Oregon Office of State
Fire Marshal

If you are arguing with me
and I say “WOW…”
Abort mission
and run for your life.
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Chaplain’s Corner
By Pauline Morrison

February is noted for Valentine’s Day. What does that bring to mind? Hearts, and more hearts?
From those novel little heart-shaped, hard pastel candies with messages -- “Love”, “I Luv U”, “B Mine”,
“U R Sweet” – to cards for one’s sweetheart, friends and children, one sees reminders of Valentine’s
in many places, in many ways, and it’s tempting to say love is in the air! (The birds might agree!)
The tradition began centuries ago, with the stories (at least three!) of individuals named Valentine, a Roman name
meaning “strong and healthy”. One was a Roman soldier who became a Christian and when he and his fiancé
converted to Christianity, they were martyred by archers. The romantic part?
Only Valentine was condemned to death, but his beloved refused to let him die by himself. One could say that this
is the rather graphic legend from which Cupid’s arrows and hearts arose as symbols of Valentine’s Day! Another
was a priest, another a bishop: all caught by anti-Christian persecution.
Today, we don’t worry about becoming martyrs, and Valentine’s is predominantly another commercial holiday with
retailers most happy to sell you a cardboard heart-shaped container (decorated in pink or red, of course!) filled with
candies, or your choice of any number of cards from serious to silly but all with romance intended, and supposedly
Cupid flings his arrows wide and far, reigniting romantic love. Although Covid puts a damper on some activities,
restaurants cater to the romantic, as do hotels. Children find it great fun, and exchange cards, candies, and cookies,
and perhaps gift some to their moms and dads!
So – what will you do for your loved ones, your special guy or gal, this year? There are a couple of practical things
that come to mind: one, offer your time and presence. Whatever you do, make your Special Ones the center of
your affection for that day, perhaps even in an unusual way.
Next, take care of yourselves! Especially your heart! As firefighters and paramedics, you know how our hearts get
us into trouble. You know the grief that ailing hearts cause. You can give yourself and those whom you love a very
special gift: that of taking good care of your own heart, by exercising regularly, eating balanced diets, and, by
avoiding ongoing stress as much as possible. Notice, not “just” stress but ongoing stress. As responders, you live
with situational, short-lived stress, the kind that gives an adrenalin rush, and when the call ends, you pack up and
return to quarters or home where you can unwind. It’s the ongoing, daily stress that you can’t shake off easily that
gets your heart into trouble: financial concerns; relationships gone awry; your parents’ health is failing; triangulation
catches you in its web (ask me about that if you wonder what I’m talking about!).
What do you do to shake off the long-term, accumulative stress? Here’s where romance and health can intersect:
talk with someone you trust and love (the perhaps romantic, relational part), and that will help you take care of
your heart engine that keeps you moving! Go fishing or for a ride or walk together, whatever you most enjoy doing
together that’s relaxing. Have a long meal (make it romantic!) together, and talk, talk, talk. Now as you know,
there’s more than one way to talk as words don’t always say everything! Hold hands; listen to the silence of shared
companionship; connect visually; be together in spirit and in body. Develop and encourage healthy attitudes with
each other, especially looking for ways to celebrate the good in life.
Be there for your confidantes; let them be there for you. If you share faith in God, invite God to be with you in the
good things as well as the difficult. Together, you can make Valentine’s Day – and your heart -- last all year! Be
strong, be healthy – be each other’s Valentine.
Chaplain Pauline

Do you know why you
never see elephants
hiding
up in
trees?

Because they’re
really good at it!
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Never criticize someone until
you have walked a mile in
their shoes. That way, when
you criticize them, you’ll be a
mile away, and you’ll have
their shoes.

Which rock group has four
guys who can’t sing or play
instruments?

Memorial Monday – Butte Warehouse Explosion

Honoring firefighters who made the
ultimate sacrifice before 1981 (January 25, 2021)
Memorial Monday is established to remember the sacrifice of firefighters who died in the line of duty before the National Memorial was
created in 1981. On the last Monday of every month, a firefighter, or
group of firefighters, will be remembered through information located
about the firefighter and their sacrifice.

Incident Date: January 15, 1895
Department: Butte Fire Department (MT)
Number of Line-of-Duty Deaths: 13
Thirteen Butte firefighters, three fire horses, one police
officer, eight children, and dozens of citizens died in a in
a series of explosions in Butte, Montana, on January 15,
1895. An unattended stove was thought to have started
the fire which ultimately caused the explosions that destroyed four warehouses and a freight depot. What was
thought to be an entire boxcar full of dynamite (20 tons)
was being stored in the warehouse.
All but three firefighters were killed. Firefighter Dave
McGee, who was at the hydrant during the initial
explosion, survived after being pinned between two fire
horses during the initial blast. Firefighter Jack Flannery
and Fred Dugdale also survived the explosions. Jim, the
fire horse, also survived the incident and went on to train
new horses for the department until the adoption of
motorized apparatus.

Killed in the Explosion

Firefighter
Sam Ash

Firefighter
J.F.Bowman

Firefighter
W.A. Brokaw

Firefighter
Thomas Burns

Chief
Argus Cameron

Firefighter
William
Copeland

Firefighter
George Fifer

Firefighter
Dave Mose

Firefighter
P.J. Norling

Firefighter
E.L. Sloan

The fallen firefighters received full military honors during
the town-wide funeral that brought over 25,000, and firefighters came from all over the State of Montana.
Editor’s Note: We have learned that there may have been
other firefighters who were killed in the explosions. We are
researching those firefighters and will add them to the site
and this tribute as we are able to verify their identity.

Firefighter
Steve Deloughery

Butte Historical Memorials Living History
Tuesday and Friday at 7:00 pm (MT) from
January 15 – February 2, 2021

Butte Historical Memorials continues to commemorate the Anniversary of the disaster on January15th
of each year. However, the Covid conditions of this
past year posed a few issues for large gatherings so
it was decided to produce a “virtual story” with background photographs and individual narrations portraying the tragedy through the eyes of characters of
the event. Six ten-minute Episodes were developed
capturing twelve stories of the disaster. They will be
released alternately on Tuesday and Friday evenings
at 7:00 pm from January 15 – February 2, 2021 on
our Butte Historical Memorial’s Facebook and
YouTube pages.

Firefighter
W.H. Nolan

Assistant
Chief
John
Sloan
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HONOR 365 Exhibit recognizes first responders,
celebrates 20 years
since 9/11

By Genelle Pugmire
Daily Herald 1/21/2021

Young adults who turn 19 this year
were born after 9/11, the day in 2001
when planes flew into the World
Trade Center and Pentagon killing
around 3,000 people. These teens
know it as Patriot’s Day.

Honor365’s mission is to provide
resource and referral support to
veterans, first responders and
their families. Honor365’s pillars
include education, employment,
healthcare and housing.

It has been 20 years this coming
September since the U.S. was
attacked by air and hundreds of
first responders, some fallen heroes,
answered the call of duty to help at
Ground Zero.

Honor365 proceeds from this
nationwide tour are dedicated to
supporting mental wellness for
veterans, first responders and
their families.

Now, a group of nonprofits that
were organized to honor those
fallen heroes and first responders
are celebrating the anniversary with
a large traveling exhibit that includes
a 3D replica of the World Trade
Center complex.
Honor365®, a 501(c)3 nonprofit
organization, in coordination with
“Hero 1,” a 53-foot semi-truck
trailer with HVMC Transportation
LLC, Fallen Hero Network LLC,
and The Honor Network (U.S. Honor
Flag) have joined together in the
national touring exhibit.
“This unique exhibit, in keeping with
its theme, gives us the opportunity
to remember the past sacrifice of
our amazing first responders, as
well as offer support to those who
still suffer mental health issues from
their service,” Kaufusi added.
The nationwide exhibit will be on tour
through Sept. 12 to commemorate
the 20th anniversary of 9/11.
The 9/11 replica model was given to
Honor365 on behalf of The United
States of America by Daan Van Der
Steijn, creator, from Deurne, The
Netherlands, and was made possible
through donations, sponsorships and
the efforts of many dedicated
8 volunteers.

“We understand first responder
and veteran suicide is of great
concern, and that the world has
gone through so much recently,”
said Dr. Ninzel Rasmuson, founder of Honor365 in a press release.
“From firefighters, law enforcement, EMS, 911 dispatchers,
veterans and our troops, and
many others who are on the front
line of helping those in need, the
stress from this line of work can
take its toll. Honor365 will continue
to support the wellness of those
we serve by helping those who
help us every day.”
To follow its progress, make plans
to visit the exhibit or donate,
please visit https://honor365.org,
or follow Honor365 on Facebook
(@honor365) and
Instagram (@honorvet365).
Honor365 complies with COVID19 guidelines and directives.
Photos courtesy—Robin S. Saville)

